Human activity selectively impacts the ecosystem roles of parrotfishes on coral reefs
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Around the globe, coral reefs and other marine ecosystems are increasingly overfished. Conventionally, studies of fishing impacts have focused on the population size and dynamics of targeted stocks rather than the broader ecosystem-wide effects of harvesting. Using parrotfishes as an example, we show how coral reef fish populations respond to escalating fishing pressure across the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Based on these fish abundance data, we infer the potential impact on four key functional roles performed by parrotfishes. Rates of bioroosion and coral predation are highly sensitive to human activity, whereas grazing and sediment removal are resilient to fishing. Our results offer new insights into the vulnerability and resilience of coral reefs to the ever-growing human footprint. The depletion of fishes causes differential decline of key ecosystem functions, radically changing the dynamics of coral reefs and setting the stage for future ecological surprises.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Coral reefs and other marine ecosystems are increasingly impacted by overfishing, resulting in distorted food webs and an increased vulnerability to other human impacts [1–4]. Owing to the combined effects of overfishing, pollution and climate change, many reefs have lost their capacity to absorb recurrent natural disturbances such as cyclones, and have undergone long-term phase shifts to degraded ecosystems dominated by fleshy seaweed or other weedy species [5–8].

Overfishing is arguably one of the most pressing human impacts on coral reefs, with a long history of exploitation wherever human populations occur [9,10]. Fishing selectively removes some individuals and species faster than others, with large predatory fishes such as sharks and groupers typically disappearing first [3,9]. Large-bodied species are also among the slowest to recover. However, the broader effects of fishing on ecosystem functions or processes are only just beginning to be understood. In some coral reef systems, there is a clear link between fishing and concomitant changes in benthic community structure. The loss of herbivores, for example, is closely linked to an increase in macroalgae [2,10–13]. In particular, parrotfishes are critically important in maintaining low macroalgal cover [12–16], in removing both live and dead corals [17,18], and in the removal and transport of sediment [17]. Top-down control of macroalgae and removal of dead coral skeletons by excavators are critical processes for promoting the replenishment and recovery of corals. For example, experimental exclusion of large herbivores results in macroalgal blooms that inhibit coral recruitment [2].

In areas of most intense grazing, intact parrotfish populations can scrape the surface of each square metre of reef every 18 days, removing up to 40 kg of sediment from each square metre per year [19]. Each adult of the largest Indo-Pacific parrotfish species, Bolbometopon muricatum, removes over 5000 kg of reef carbonates per year [17]. Consequently, the widespread decline of parrotfishes owing to overfishing is likely to simultaneously impact multiple ecosystem functions.

To examine the effect of fishing on ecosystem function, we first quantified the impact of human activity on parrotfish abundances and population structures. We then calculated the extent to which these changes in fish populations may impact four key ecosystem functions performed by parrotfishes (grazing, sediment removal, bioroosion and coral predation) along a gradient of human population densities. Our results are based on biogeographic, ecological and socio-economic data from 18 reefs, chosen to encompass a range of human population densities, spanning the major biodiversity gradients of the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Specifically, we ask to what extent are rates of grazing, bioroosion, coral predation and sediment removal by parrotfishes influenced by human activity. Significant changes in ecosystem function are likely to have serious, but poorly understood, implications for the future trajectory of coral reefs and their capacity to cope with climate change and other anthropogenic impacts.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Reef locations

We sampled 18 reefs that spanned 24° latitude and 93° longitude, from Mauritius (20° S, 57° E) in the western Indian Ocean to Tahiti (17° S, 149° W) in the central Pacific. They were chosen to encompass a broad range of human population densities, from 0 (in remote, highly protected marine park...
reserves) to over 600 people per square kilometre (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and figure S1). The 18 reefs from west to east were Mauritius and Rodrigues in the western Indian Ocean, Cocos-Keeling and Rowley Shoals off Western Australia, the Togean Islands off Sulawesi, five reefs on the outer, northern Great Barrier Reef (GBR) (Yonge, Carter, Day, Hicks and Hider Reefs), Binnengem and Kavieng in Papua New Guinea, Pohnpei and Kosrae in Micronesia, Apia and Nu’utele in Western Samoa, and Tahiti and Moorea in French Polynesia. Parrotfishes are heavily targeted in Papua New Guinea, Pohnpei and Kosrae in Micronesia, Apia and Nu’utele in Western Samoa, and Tahiti and Moorea in French Polynesia. Parrotfishes are heavily targeted by fishers on coral reefs [15,20] and 10 of the reefs have a strong and ongoing local tradition of artisanal fishing. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Hilder and Carter reefs—on the outer edge of the GBR—are afforded the highest level of protection and have both been closed to fishing for 18 years [21]. Rowley Shoals and the three remaining GBR reefs are also partially protected, with very low levels of fishing for parrotfishes.

(b) Quantifying functional roles
This study focuses on parrotfishes because of their dominant or substantial role in a number of ecosystem processes, and because they are a major target for artisanal fisheries throughout the tropics. Compared with any other group of fishes, parrotfishes encompass virtually all the scraping grazers and external bioeroders on coral reefs. There are many species of fish that graze coral reefs but only parrotfishes exhibit the unique scraping grazing mode [19]. However, for clarity, these scraping grazers are referred to herein as grazers. Coral predation, marked by the removal of golf ball-sized chunks of coral skeleton and live tissue, is the primary feeding behaviour of just one Indo-Pacific species, the giant humphead parrotfish _B. muricatum_. Growing up to 130 cm in length, it is the world’s largest parrotfish species. External bioerosion is also a major function undertaken by _Bolbometopon_ and by up to three large-bodied species of _Chlorurus_ (depending on the biogeographic setting).

The contribution of parrotfishes to each functional role was calculated based on their abundance, size and feeding activities. Parrotfish abundances and sizes were recorded at four replicate sites on each of the 18 reefs (islands) across the Indian and Pacific Oceans. At each site, four habitats were censused (the reef slope, crest, flat and back reef). Each of the 288 censuses (16 per reef) consisted of a 5 m wide transect that was surveyed while swimming for 20 min (each census covered approx. 1250 m²). Timed transects allow a large area to be surveyed while minimizing diver avoidance by fishes, especially in areas where fishing may have modified their behaviour [22,23]. All parrotfishes greater than 15 cm total length were counted and categorized into eight 10 cm size classes. Exclusion of the smallest fishes minimized spatial variation in abundances owing to episodic recruitment. Juveniles make a negligible contribution to coral predation and bioerosion, which is almost exclusively restricted to larger individuals, and they play only a minor role in grazing and sediment removal [24,25].

The contributions of parrotfishes to four ecosystem processes were estimated: external bioerosion, coral predation, grazing and sediment removal. External bioerosion and coral predation rates were estimated based on the product of the measured abundances of each species (pooled over the 16 censuses per reef) and the estimated mass of carbonate or coral removed by individual fish per year [17,19]. The _per capita_ mass of carbonate removed was based on published daily bite rates, bite volumes and proportion of bites from particular substrata (corals, algal turfs, etc.) [17,19]. To reduce the impacts of ontogenetic changes in functional category classifications, only adult specimens are included in the analyses (greater than 15 cm total length for _Scarus_, _Hippocampus_ and small _Chlorurus_ species; greater than 25 cm for large _Chlorurus_ species, _Chlorurus microrhinos_, _Chlorurus strongylocephalus_, _Chlorurus frontalis_ and _Cetoscarus bicolor_, greater than 50 cm for _B. muricatum_). These cut-offs provide a conservative estimate of the magnitude of the four ecosystem functions. Grazing and sediment removal were likewise estimated from the product of fish abundances in the censuses and the area of substratum grazed, based on published bite rates and bite scar areas [17,19]. Where values of volumes and areas for individual species were unavailable, those of similar sized congeners were used.

(c) Measuring human impacts
We anticipated that human population density could explain at least some of the variation in fish abundance and ecosystem function, but also that locations with higher incomes might have better access to alternative livelihoods and could afford more expensive fisheries management options. Therefore, we considered three human impact metrics: human population densities, _per capita_ incomes and extent of environmental management. Population densities are expressed as people per square kilometre on the adjacent landmass. The values, therefore, represent conservative estimates of human population pressure. Two of the 18 reefs, Hilder and Carter Reefs on the GBR, have exceptional environmental protection, with an effective ban on all fishing (protected as ‘no entry’ locations for 18 years). For Rowley Shoals (Clerke Reef) in the Indian Ocean and the remaining GBR reefs, some fishing is permitted, although remoteness from human settlements is probably the primary factor in limiting exploitation. Each location was placed into three categories of fishing protection: high (no-entry reserves), medium (some fishing permitted but with gear controls, e.g. no spearfishing on SCUBA) and low protection (fishing permitted with little or no restrictions).

Because the sites have a wide biogeographic span that encompasses considerable variation in regional biodiversity, preliminary analyses also included regional biodiversity of parrotfishes (data from the present study) and the species richness of 15 reef fish families [5] as covariates. The relationships between these two measures of regional biodiversity, the three metrics of human activity, and each of the ecosystem functions at the 18 reefs were examined, using regression trees [26] to identify the primary structure in the data. All explanatory variables were considered simultaneously in the analyses. These analyses identified human population density as the primary metric accounting for most variance in ecosystem function among locations, explaining over 70 per cent of the variance in erosion and coral predation (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). We therefore present the univariate relationship between human population densities and each of the ecosystem functions, using nonlinear regressions (inverse polynomials). During the field surveys, a consistent effort was made to interview older local fishers, especially spearfishers, to ascertain if parrotfish stocks were different in the past at seven sites that are now moderately to heavily fished. The main focus was on those people who were actively spearfishing in the 1960s (when relatively widespread access to goggles made...
it possible to see what was present underwater). In many cases, there was a strong familiarity with, and an oral history of, collecting parrotfishes. In most cases, there was a clear recollection of large parrotfish schools with accurate identifications (e.g. separating *Bolbometopon* from *Chlorurus*). Taking fishers’ estimates of fish sizes and abundances into account, and using census records of human populations for each location, we broadly estimated the functional capabilities of parrotfish populations in the 1960s for comparison with today.

3. RESULTS

(a) Human impacts on ecosystem functions

Our analyses show that the most heavily fished reefs have lost virtually all of their large parrotfishes, with individuals larger than 25 cm accounting for just 3–6% of the remaining stocks on the five most heavily fished reefs. In marked contrast, 43–67% of fishes on the five most lightly fished and un-fished reefs were larger than 25 cm. The disparity is even greater in terms of biomass (figure 1), with the lightly fished reefs having more than 50 times the biomass of large (greater than 25 cm) parrotfishes when compared with heavily fished reefs.

The impacts of humans are even more marked for specific parrotfish taxa (figure 2), with the rapid and almost total loss of *Bolbometopon*, and large *Chlorurus*, even at low human population densities. Interestingly, *Scarus* and *Hipposcarus* show no clear trend with human population density, whereas small *Chlorurus* appear to show a marginal increase. However, these changes are even more striking when the functional roles of the various taxa are examined. Our results indicate that the functional roles provided by the larger parrotfish species all but disappear when human population densities reach just 16 people per square kilometre and reefs are open to fishing (figures 3a, b and 4). This pattern of widespread depletion is independent of biogeography and variation in regional biodiversity across the Indo-Pacific, and it has almost certainly arisen in most places within the last 50 years owing to growing human pressures (figure 5). Although many areas have a long tradition of hunting parrotfishes, there were widespread reports of sharp declines in the 1960s and 1970s.

The decline in estimated rates of bioerosion and coral predation stands in marked contrast to the relative resilience of rates of grazing and sediment removal by parrotfishes, which show no significant response to variation in human densities (figure 3c, d). Counterintuitively, heavily fished reefs have greater densities of small parrotfish, with roughly twice as many fishes in the smallest (less than 25 cm) size class compared with elsewhere (figure 1). These small-bodied species in the genus *Scarus*, *Hipposcarus* or *Chlorurus* have a unique feeding
Figure 2. The relationships between parrotfish groups and human population density at 18 reefs across the Indo-Pacific. Reefs from left to right are Carter, Hilder, Rowley Shoals, Hicks, Day, Yonge, Kavieng, Binnegem, Togean Islands, Cocos-Keeling, Kosrae, Pohnpei, Moorea, Apia, Nu’utele, Tahiti, Rodrigues and Mauritius. The functionally similar *Scarus* and the rarer *Hipposcarus* are combined, whereas the functionally different large and small *Chlorurus* species are separated. The fitted trend lines are inverse polynomials, with the exception of small *Chlorurus* which is quadratic.

Figure 3. The relationship between four critical ecosystem processes undertaken by parrotfishes and human population density at 18 reefs across the Indo-Pacific. The four ecosystem processes are (a) coral predation, (b) bioerosion, (c) grazing and (d) sediment removal. Values are expressed as a proportion of the maximum estimated rates recorded in the present study (rates are estimated based on the abundance of parrotfishes on the study reefs). Reefs follow the order listed for figure 2.
mode, which removes both turf algae and the sediments trapped within the turf; they are therefore responsible for most parrotfish grazing and sediment removal. In contrast to the patterns for coral predation and bioerosion, grazing and sediment removal varied substantially among reefs with similar human densities (figure 3). This may reflect the greater local variation in the species richness and composition of small-bodied parrotfishes (8–17 species in any location), and the occasional occurrence of large schools of small fishes in our samples. Overall, processes supported by small parrotfish species appear to be relatively resilient and able to withstand significant fishing pressure.

4. DISCUSSION

(a) Humans, reef fish populations and the resilience of ecosystem functions

We found a strong relationship between human population densities and the population structure of reef fishes, with
First, the small species responsible for grazing and sediment removal are targeted less by fishers when compared with larger, more profitable species. Second, small, short-lived species are likely to have faster turnover rates, with earlier reproduction and higher per capita rates of recruitment. Third, there is a strong probability of a trophic cascade occurring on heavily fished reefs where small parrotfish species proliferate following the depletion of large piscivores, such as sharks and groupers [29]. We recorded the highest densities of large coral predators, bioeroders and grazers in the most protected reefs, where large sharks and other piscivores are also abundant [21]. This suggests that predation has a limited effect on the larger species and that it is the small species that are most at risk from predators [29]. The loss of predators is also likely to enhance the capacity of parrotfishes, especially the small species, to increase foraging rates, expand home ranges and exploit new areas [29–31]. If so, our GBR-based feeding rate data may underestimate the extent of feeding by small parrotfishes in heavily fished areas when released from predation pressure. Thus, the ecosystem effects of fishing may be even stronger than those we describe. Fourth, the high species richness of these small grazing parrotfishes, in comparison with bioeroders and coral predators, is likely to afford some functional redundancy, promoting their resilience [11,32].

The patterns observed in parrotfishes are likely to apply to other species in these particular functional groups. Although in the Indo-Pacific, external bioerosion is almost exclusively restricted to parrotfishes [19], grazing is undertaken by a wide range of species in the Acanthuridae and Siganidae [33,34], as well as sea urchins [14,35]. Sediment removal is likewise shared by parrotfishes and surgeonfishes, especially Ctenochaetus spp. [36]. Because Ctenochaetus and the vast majority of non-parrotfish grazers are also relatively small and fast growing [37], it is highly likely that these species will follow the patterns described for the parrotfishes. Coral predation is undertaken by numerous groups [38], but corallivory by parrotfishes is unusual in that large amounts of the coral skeleton are removed. Indeed, our focus on parrotfishes has probably underestimated the effect of humans on ecosystem processes because the sensitive functions, bioerosion and coral predation, have few alternate species (limited redundancy), while the less sensitive functions, grazing and sediment removal, are also performed by numerous alternative species (extensive redundancy).

**Implications for ecosystem management**

The most positive aspect of our findings is that even in the face of moderately high human population densities (to 600 individual km$^{-2}$) and intensive fishing, the Indo-Pacific reefs we examined still retain enough grazing activity to prevent the phase shifts to macroalgae that are occurring elsewhere, particularly in the Caribbean [8]. At all the reefs we examined, mean coral cover ranged across sites from 15 to 45 per cent, whereas macroalgae varied from 1 to 5 per cent. Grazing, with the associated removal of algae and sediment, supports coral recruitment onto calcareous substrates and is crucial for maintaining the capacity for reef regeneration.
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[39–41]. In French Polynesia, for example, where fishing intensity is very high, a cyclone and a bleaching event reduced coral cover from 51 to 24 per cent, with turf algae increasing from 16 to 49 per cent over the subsequent 3 years. Over the following decade, grazing intensity was sufficient to slowly reduce the turfs and for coral cover to gradually increase [42]. Grazing parrotfishes, and their counterparts in other taxonomic groups, may therefore help maintain reef resilience, even when moderately exploited. As such, local action to preserve these stocks will potentially buy time for coral reefs, while the long-term challenges presented by climate change and greenhouse gas emissions are addressed [1,2]. Furthermore, the resilience of these small- and medium-sized herbivorous fishes to fishing is critical for supporting the livelihoods of artisanal fishers throughout the tropics [43].

The apparent resilience of grazing on Indo-Pacific reefs may, however, conceal hidden dangers. First, ecosystems can degrade to other undesirable states, not just to assemblages dominated by macroalgae [6,11,44]. Second, ongoing fishing pressure increases the prevalence of small-bodied fast-growing parrotfish species that may be less capable of coping with future change. These relatively recently evolved small parrotfish species have exhibited little trophic diversification [45] and are, for example, incapable of consuming mature stands of macroalgae [4,46]. They may therefore be unable to reverse future phase shifts. Third, the widespread loss of Bolbometopon across its geographical range is likely to be slowly changing the species composition of corals, in favour of its usual diet of fast-growing table corals, such as Acropora hyacinthus [17]. The longer-term consequences of such a shift are poorly understood. However, it may increase the chances of boom-and-bust dynamics, as these table corals are more vulnerable to cyclones and to coral bleaching than most massive or encrusting species [47–49]. Finally, and most importantly, the sustainability of the grazing parrotfishes influences human behaviour. The ability of degraded systems to support ongoing artisanal fishing makes it worthwhile to continue harvesting parrotfishes. This is beneficial for fishers, but it also maintains unsustainable fishing pressure on larger parrotfish species long after they have collapsed, and may eventually lead to local extinction. A similar situation exists in Maine lobsters where a simplified ecosystem provides short-term gains but lays the foundations for an unstable future [50]. Although reefs may appear resilient, the selective loss of large parrotfishes and the erosion of ecosystem function that we have documented increases the chances of future ecological surprises [30,51].

Our focus on functional groups of parrotfishes highlights the importance of implementing a resilience-based approach to sustaining ecosystem functions [11,52]. Many Indo-Pacific coral reefs exhibit considerable resilience to the impacts of fishing, with continued coral recruitment, regeneration of damaged reefs by fast-growing Acropora species, and low macroalgal densities [1,2,53–55]. Nonetheless, many reef systems are operating with compromised or fragmentary ecosystem processes, and are increasingly unable to absorb the impacts of fishing, pollution, climate change and ocean acidification [1,3,8,11,56]. The current conservation focus on iconic species such as sharks, on establishing small highly protected areas, and on biodiversity hotspots is not sufficient to secure the future of the world’s reefs. A much broader effort is required, grounded by a clear understanding of reef processes and ecosystem functions at a seascape scale.
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